
Angelman Syndrome 

 
What is it and what are the causes? 

Angelman syndrome is a rare genetic and neurological disorder characterized by severe 
developmental delay and learning disabilities. Angelman syndrome was first described in the 
medical literature in 1965 by Dr Harry Angelman, an English physician. The characteristic findings of 
Angelman syndrome are not usually apparent at birth and diagnosis of the disorder is usually made 
between 1 and 4 years of age. 

Deficiency of the E3 ubiquitin protein ligase (UBE3A) gene expression causes Angelman syndrome. 
The gene is in chromosome region 15. The abnormalities of UBE3A that can cause Angelman 
syndrome involve absence of the gene, changes in the structure of the gene, or changes in the 
function or expression of the gene. Genetic mechanisms that can disrupt UBE3A include 
chromosome deletion, imprinting error, paternal uniparental disomy and UBE3A mutation (see 
below). In approximately 10 percent of cases, no cause can be identified. In most cases of 
Angelman syndrome, these genetic changes appear to occur randomly (sporadically) but in about 3-
5% they can be inherited. 

 

What are the signs and symptoms? 

Angelman syndrome signs and symptoms include: 

• Developmental delays, including no crawling or babbling at 6 to 12 months 

• Intellectual disability 

• No speech or minimal speech 

• Difficulty walking, moving or balancing well 

• Frequent smiling and laughter 

• Happy, excitable personality 

• Trouble going to sleep and staying asleep 

People who have Angelman syndrome may also show the following features: 

• Seizures, usually beginning between 2 and 3 years of age 

• Stiff or jerky movements 

• Small head size, with flatness in the back of the head 

• Tongue thrusting 

• Hair, skin and eyes that are light in colour 



• Unusual behaviours, such as hand flapping and arms uplifted while walking 

• Sleep problems 

 
Testing and diagnosis 

A diagnosis of Angelman syndrome may be made based upon a detailed patient history, a thorough 
clinical evaluation and identification of characteristic findings. About 80% of cases can be confirmed 
through a variety of specialized blood tests such as DNA methylation (detects, but does not 
discriminate between chromosome deletion, imprinting centre defect and paternal uniparental 
disomy). Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) or, most commonly, microarray chromosome 
analysis can detect the characteristic deletion (seen in 70% of cases) of chromosome 15q11-q13 in 
cells of the body. Mutation analysis of the Angelman gene, UBE3A, can detect about 10% of 
individuals with Angelman syndrome who have negative DNA methylation studies. Mutation 
analysis of UBE3A can be either ordered specifically as a single test but, more often now, UBE3A 
mutations are identified by use of a whole exome sequencing panel that includes a group of many 
genes known to cause intellectual deficiency or when one performs a complete whole exome 
sequencing test (e.g., a screening test on approximately 20,000 genes). 

 

treatment/management 

There's no cure for Angelman syndrome. Research is focusing on targeting specific genes for 
treatment. Current treatment focuses on managing the medical and developmental issues. 

A multidisciplinary team of health care professionals will likely work with you to manage your 
child's condition. Depending on your child's signs and symptoms, treatment for Angelman 
syndrome may involve: 

• Anti-seizure medication to control seizures 

• Physical therapy to help with walking and movement problems 

• Communication therapy, which may include sign language and picture communication 

• Behaviour therapy to help overcome hyperactivity and a short attention span and to 
aid in development 

 


